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1. 

THE CORA PROGRAM 

The Counselin!=J or Referral Assistance proqram, (CORA), is a non-residential 

community-based center established for the prevention of delinquency in the North-

eastern section of Philadelphia. The aim of CORA is to provide support and assistance 

to children, and l'heir families, who find themselves in trouble of one var~;y or 

another. 

As the !"ame implies, CORA accomplishes its aim through one of two channels -

either by counseling done at 'CORA or by referrin8 the youngster to appropriate ouf'-

side agenciES. Thesl'aff that is employed in both of these functions incl udes: a 

psychiatrisl', psychologist, s~cial workers, CJnd a pediatrician, as well CIS adminisf-rarive 

and support personnei . 

Since this report is primarily an evaluql'ion of the success of CORA we do 

not intend to go inl'o great def'ail in describin~, ho~", CORA functions. It is essential 

to deal with j'his matter briefl), however, to place this 'research proiect in perspective. 

(More detailed information on CORNs functioning is contained in Appendix A.) 

The flow-chmt on the following page presents the operations of CORA in 

skelatal form. CORA's caseload is initiated when an individual youngster is 

referred to COlZA. Most of j'hese referrals are made by schools and other social 

agencies but there are referrals from individuals such as the parents of the child 

or neighbors. After j'he referral is made, eitner the child or his parents contact 

CORA and an inaial interview is scheduled. 
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This interview is the be~inning of the intake process durin9 which the nature 

of the problem is delimited, dia,gnoses are made and a treatment strategy is' developed. 

To dothis, the intake process utilizes a number of information generating tech-

niques. Alf'hou!=jh everyone of these may not be given f'o every client, they include: 

interviews with the child and with the parenf's; psycholo!=lical testing; physical 

examinations; and psychiaf-ric interviews. 

After I'hese steps are completed, the information generated by them is 

distilled in the Final Intake Report and the case is prepared for staffing. During this 

staff meetin!=l, w~d'ch occurs once a week, the case is discussed and a final disposil'ion 

is reached. Basically, there are three dispositions that can be mdde. Eithet,the 

case is counseled oj' CORA! 'referred to an outside agenc)" or held for further 

testing. If the later disposition is chosen the clienf' essenf'ially returns to inl'ake and 

will reappear at sl'affing. 

Thus, there are only two final dispositions - either the individual is counseled 

or referred. If he is counseled the staff decides which counselor will handle f'he 

case, sets guidelines as to how I'he counselor will proceed and indicates the results 

that can be expected. The counseling sessions begin immediately after staffing 

and end when the counselor, client and the client's parents feel that the case has 

been resolved in a satisfClctory fashion. 

It should be pointed out here I'hat during the fiscal year covered by this 

evaluation, CORA insf'itul'ed a' "parents group" pr<;Jgram f'o improve its ability 

to dea I with problems thai' are sysl'emic to families. These are group sessions, run 
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by (In experienced counselor ( whi ch provide an opportunity for the parents to gain 

some perspective on the problem:; they are confronting as well, as to learn a,bout 

possible solutions. Thus, the counseling portion of CORNs activities continue to 

expand so as to provide better and more comprehensive services to its clients. 

We can also note that CORA is continuing its aHempts to expand its 

services. For example, it is trying to secure additional funds to establish a more 

comprehensive approach for treating clients who have drug-related problems. These, 

and othe~ signs of CORAls continuing innovativeness, are encouraging. 

The other final disposHion is that of referral. Many cases are referred 

immediately - when the appropriate agency can be fO'Jnd and can take the case 

immediately - ond the case is then closed ot C.oRAIe; officFl5. In other cmcs 

however, lhe referral cannot be made of' on:;e so the clienr is given suppori"ive counseiinp, 

at CORA until j-he referral can be made. At that time the case is closed. 

This[ in brief[ is the way in which CORA functions and deals with its 

clients. After an intensive period of informcltior) gathering - 1-he intake process -

the case i~ either counseled at CORA or referred to another agency in order to resorve 

whatever problems the client is facing so as to prevent more serious problems and 

a full-blown del inquEnt career. 11- is this latter aspect that this research report is 

interesl-ed in studying - the prevention of delinquency. 
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RESEARCH DESIGN 

To answer this question we have gathered data from three sources. The 

first is the CORA Data Sheets that contain information about the client, hi:; back-

ground, his family and the key decisions made by CORAls staff. Durinn the life of 

this project these data sheets were substantially revised t with the consultation and 

advice of CORAls staff, and the new sheets were completed for all of the clients 

who had been to CORA. 

The second data source WEre personal interviews wHh a sample of CORA's 

clients and with a control group (1-0 be defined shortly). (See Appendix B for a copy 

of the interview schedule.) .These interviews ~athered information on the sublect
l
s 

attitudes toward his family, schoo!, and self-im~ge, as well as self-reporl'eel 

delinquency. The attaude scale on \·he family that was used is an adaptation of one 

originally developed by Rundquist and Sierto and reprinted in Scales for the Measure-

menl' of Atl'itudes (Shaw and Wright, 1967: pp.418-420). It is a Likert scale wii'h 

el~ven items in our version and the original scale had reliability values ranging from 

.78 to 184 (Shaw and Wright, 1967: p. 419). 

The attitudes toward school and self were measured through \·he use of the 

semantic differential scale (see O.igood, Suci and Tannenbaum, 1967). Basically, 

appropriate stimuli, such as SCHOOL, STUDYING, TEACHERS, etc. for the school 

scale cmd I AM, MY TEACHERS THI NK I AM, etc. for the self-image scale, were 

. presented to the subiect and l'he)1 responded by usJng semclI1tic differential sca les. 

For the aHitudes toward school we only employed scales from the evoluation dimension 
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of the sem:Jntic differential but for self-imape we employed scales from the evaluation 

and activity scales. 

The self-reported delinquency scale that was employed is a shortened version 

of one that was used in earliel' \I{orks by Thornberry and Slivka (1967), and which was 

derived from ,The Ml~asurement of Delinquency (Sellin and V{olfganq, 1964). 

The final dal'a source used was the central files of the Juvenile Court of 

Philadelphia. The names of all the members of the experimental and one of the 

conlTol woups were checked to soe if they had ever appeared in court. If the), 

had, the type of offense and the disposition were recorded. 

The data conl'ained in the CORA data sheets provide the independent variables 

of this shJdy. The data contained in fhe self-report section of the inj'orview and 

the official police data generate the dependent variables, or the criteria of success. 

Since CORA is a delinquency prevention program these are the key variabl,es of 

the sl"udy. Tho rest of j'he inf'erview data - the attitudes toward family, school 

and self - can be viewed as either secondary dependent variables or as inl'ervening 

variables. They are secondary dependent variables since, though it would be nice 

to improve the client"s atf'itudes in these areas, il' is not essential to do so in a 

delinquency prevenl'ion progr.am. They can be viewed as intervenin~ variables since 

attif'ude change ,in these arcas might serve as a filter for chanqes in delinquent 

behavior. 

Given j'hese vo'riables, fhe next step in the research design was j'o construct 
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a control group, a conf'inuing problem in this research. One source of control 

group members comes from the cases that were referred to CORA but were' never 

activated. That is, a youth was referred to CORA. The youth contacted CORA 

either by telephone or by making one, but not more than one, personal visit to 

CORA. Presumcbly these youj'hs are similar to the CORA clients in all respects 

except that they were not treated in any way by the CORA program. Gi~en the 

reludance of these people to come to CORA in the first place it should not be sur-

prising to learn that if" proved impossible j·o interview them for the purposes of this 

evaluation. Thus r we only have daj'a from the Juvenile Courj· for these subjects 

which will be called conlTol group I. 

To circumvent I·his problem of nol' having interview dal'a for these subjects 

a sub-set of last year's control group was re-interviewed for the purposes of this 

year's evaluation. This control group was originally constructed with the aid and 

assistance of the head of the counseling service at n local high school. 

This school was chosen since it referred more clients j·o CORA j'han any other Catholic 

hirJh school. Once t'he school was selectedr j'he next problem was that of setf'ing 

up criteria for the selecl'ion of individuals. Since the counseling department 

is the source that actually refers clients to CORArit seemed logical that the 

members of j'his department would be the best judges of selecting a control group. 

EssentiallYr we asked j'he counselors 1'0 select twenl'y-five 

students who were most I ike the ones that j'hey referred to CORA in the past but who 

had not yet been refen:cd to CORA. For the present evaluation a sub-set of eleven 

of this ori~linal group was interviewed for comparal'ive purposes; this group will be 

called conl'rol group II. 
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The experimental group consists of all the CORA clients who entered the 

CO~A intake process during November and December I 1973 .. These subjects were 

interviewed during intake and at the end of this evaluation period, ond their names 

were searched for in the Juveni Ie Court records for incidents of offic:ial delinquency. 

Thus, for these subjects we have a complete set of data - pre- and post-interviews 

and official delinquency. 

The data from the control group will be used as the baseline data for I·his 

study. Since the composition of the experimental and control groups is quite similar, 

save exposure to the CORA program, the CORA clients should have significantly 

lower rates of both self-reporl-ed and official delinquency than the control group: 

This is the workin!=] hypol'hesis of this study. In addition we would expect, even though 

H is not essenrial 1'0 the success of the program, thai' \'hey will have more favorable 

af'f'itudes toward family, school and self Ihan the control group. Thus, the basic 

research design of this study is to compare the experimenta I conlrol groups on these 

variables. 

Rather than relying on an overall success rate based on a comparIson between 

exporimental and control groups, we have subdivided I-he experimental (CORA) 

group into open and closed cases for additional comparisons. We reasoned that 

closed cClses represent the completion of treatment and that the anxiety and mental 

conflicts which characterized an open case would have been resolved when the case 

was closed. Therefore, we should expect some interesting additional differences when 

open and closed cases a're compared. 
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DEPENDENT VARIABLES 

This section is concerned with an analysis of measures of official and hidden 

delinquency. In presenting the results we will examine the amount of court in-

volvement or official delinquency for CORA subiects and subiects in control group 

I. Open and closed cases will also be compared to control group I. 

Subsequent comparisons will focus on the hidden delinquency for CORA 

subiects and control group II. Open and closed cases will also-be analyzed. 

I. Official Delinquency (Control Group I) 

To get an indical"ion of how CORA subiects differed from subiects who 

contacted CORA or made one visH (control group I), we made comparisons between 

'the mean number of offenses for the two groups (Table 1). 

Table 1 

Comporisons of Means of Official Delinquen.y for Experimental 
(CORA) Subie:ts and Control Group I 

CORA Conl'rol Group I 

-x " .809 .451 

SD 1.37 1.01 

N 21.0 51.0 

, t =1.08; p >.0.5 NS~: 

*Not Significant 
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While the difference in means is not significant, it does appear that CORA 

subjects have a large mean amount of court invol~ement. As will be seen aft-er 

making comparisons between open and closed cases, this may be the result of 

differences in the ages of clients. 

A. Official Delinquency: Open and Closed Cases (Co~trol Group I) 

Table 2 gives the comparisons for open and closed cases and control group I. 

Table 2 

Comparisons of Means of Official Del inquency for Open and 
Closed Cases and Control Group 1 

x SD 

Open Cases 1.000 1.83 

Closed Cases .666 .85 

Control Group I .451 1.01 

Openvs. Control I: t == 837; p> .05 NS 
Closed vs. Control II: t == .750; p > .05 NS 

N 

9 

12 

51 

These compal'isons indicate j'hat both open and closed cases have large mean 

amount's of official delinquency in comparison to control group I, but the differences 

are not significant. It should be noted that closed cases have lower mean amounts 

of official delinquency than open cases which suggests I'hat CORA is having some effect'. 

10 
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1. The Effect of Age 011 Official Delinquency 

Because we were not able to obtain ages for the experimental and control 

graup 1/ and because differences in ages represe1t differences in amount of op-

portunities for offensivity, we m:lde an inquiry into the effect of age on official 

delinquency. 

It appears that control group I is a significantl y older group them eithel' the 

1'01'01 CORA group or the open and closed cases (Table 3). 

Table 3 

Comparison of Mean Ages for Total CORA Group Open Cases, 

CORA Total 

Closed Cases 

Open CasES 

ConlTol I 

Closed Cases, and ConlTol Group I 

'x SD N 

14.8 1.59 21 

14.8 1.53 12 

14.9 1.53 9 

16.6 1.22 51 

CORA Tol'al vs. Control I: t =4.73; p<-.05 Sig 
Closed Cases vs. ConlToll: t =4.50; p<.05 Sig 
Open Cases vs. Control 1: t::: 3.77; p<.05 Sig 

It must be remembered that while subjects in the control group are older -

than experirncnl-al subjects, they have a small mean amount of offensivity. Con-

versely, CORA subjects, bO!'h open and closed cases, are younger I but have a 

11 
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greater mean number of offenses. 

COflciusions: Official Delinquency (Control Group I) 

An analysis of the amount of officia: delinquency for CORA cases and control 

group I indicates no significant differences in the mean number of offenses, either 

when the f'of'al experimental group is compared to control group I or when open or 

cI osed cases are compared to control group I. 

However, there is a tendency for the closed cases f'o have lower mean amounts 

of delinquenc), in comparison to f'he open cases which would su9'ge5t CORA is 

having some effect. 

BeCCll'SO controi group! sub! eel"!; are slgniflconj·!}' 0!d0f ond hove !0'.'/0: cmotJnl"s 

of recorded del inquency in comparison to CORA subjecf"s, if" appears f'o us that CORA 

may be accepting younger and more seriously troubled clienf's into f'heir programs. 

If tl~is is the case, it ~ay be more difficult to demonstraf'e treatment effects when 

open and closed cases are compared. 
'" 

The significant difference in ages between experimental and control group I 

raises some troublesome questions about f'he comparabilil"y of the control group. 

Because, howeva', we have no other data on control group I to check our inferences 

and because we did not anl"icipal'e such differences, we can only raise the comparability 

question as a hypothesis. 
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II. Hidden Delinquency (Control Group II) 

In presenting the resulj·s of the Hidden Delin.quency measure for the experi-

mental and control groups, we utilized j'we measures. The first indicator is the 

total number of offenses for each subject while the second indicator is the number 

of ?ifferent offenses for each subjeci" in the experimental and control !=Jroup. 

A. Total Post-Tesj· and Control Group II Comparisons 

Table 4 gives the result£ ()f comparisons bej'ween the post-test experimental 

group and control group II for the Hidden Delinquency toj'al and different offet:lses 

measure. 

Table 4 

Comparison of M9cms on Total and Diffe.r.e,nt O;-fcnses (Hidden 
Delinquency Measure) for Post"':Test Experimental:!.' and 
. Control Group 11** 

-x SD t-value p 

Experimental: Totol 166.7 194.8 

Control II: Tof'al 126.8 139. 1 .67 .51 NS 

Experi menta I: 
Difference 6.8 4'.2 

Control II: Difference 5.2 3.5 1.06 .30 NS 

*N = 21 
**N := 11 

13 
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Table 4 indicates that while CORA subjects commit more offenses than the 

control group, the difference is not statisf'ically significant .. 

1. Post-Test and Control Group II: Open and Closed Cases 

Table 5 gives the resull's of comparisons between open and closed experimental 

groups and confTol group II for the two HiddenDelinquency measures. 

Table 5 

Comparison of Means on Tol'al and Different Offenses (Hidden 
Delinquency Measure) for Open and Closed Cases and 

*Open Cases: Toj-al 

"-*ConITol II: Total 

Open Cases: 
Difference 

Control II: 
Difference 

**'kClosed Cases: Tol'al 

C9ntrol II: Total 

Closed Cases; 
Difference 

Control II: 
Difference 

*N =9 
*'A'N :: 11 

**'i.'N :: 12 

ConlTol Group II 

- SD t-value x p 

147.7 143.6 

126.8 139.2 .33 - .. 75 NS 

6.9 4.4 

5.3 3.5 .89 .39 NS 

181 .0 231.3, 

126.8 139.2 .69 .50 I'-JS 

6.7 4.2 

5.3 3.5 .87 .40 NS 

14 
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As Table 5 indicates, there was a slight tendency for both open and closed 

cases to have slightly higher total and different offenses hidden delinquency means, 

but the difference is not statistically significant. 

B • Pre-Test and Post- jesl' Comparisons 

Table 6 gives theresults of the two hidden delinquency measures when the 

pre-test results of fhe experimental group is compared to the post-test results of the 

expel'irnental group. 

Table 6 

Comparison of Means on Total and Different Offenses (Hidden 
Delinquency M90wre) fur P1'8-Te51 (lIHl Post-Tes1* 

x SD t-value p 

Pre-Test: Total 127.7 188.7 

Post-Test: Total 166.7 194.8 1.36 .181"-lS 

Pre-Test: Difference 5.4 3.2, 

Post-Test: Difference - 6.8 4.2 1.94 .07 NS 

*N = 21 

As Table 6 indicates, there are no significant differences between pre-test 

and post-test resu I ts for .the hi dcl'en de Ii nquenc y measures. 

15 
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1. Pre- and Posl'-Test Comparisons: Open and Closed Cases 

Table 7 and Table 8 gives the results of the two hidden delinquency measures 

when open and closed cases are compared on a pre- and post-I'est. 

Table 7 

Comparison of Means on Total and Different Offenses (Hidden 
Delinquency Measure) for Open Cases* 

- SD t-value x p 

Pre-Tesl': Total 84.9 121.3 

Post-Test: Tol'al 147.7 143.6 1.23 .26 NS 

Pre-Test: Difference, 5.3 3.5 

Post-Test: Difference 6.9 4.4 2.33 .05 Sig 

*N =9 

Table 7 indiccll'es that amon~l open cases,subjecl's commit more differenl' 

offenses by l'he l'ime they have taken I'he post-tesl'. Total scores between pre-test 

and posl'...'test did not, however, differ significanl'ly. 

16 
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Table 8 

Comparison of M(~ans on Total and Different OFfenses (Hidden 
Delinquency Measure) for Closed Cases* ' 

-x SD t-value p 

Pre-Test: Total 159.7 226.7 

Post-Test: Total 181 .0 231.3 .63 .54 NS 

Pre-Test: Difference 5.5 3.2 

Posf'-Test: Di fference 6.7 4.2 1.04- .32 NS 

*N = 12 

Among f'he closed c~ses there was no significant differences in mean amounts 

of hidden 'delinquency when the pre- and po;;r-J-est resu/j's were compared. 

Conclusions: Hidden Delinquency Measure 

An anal ysis of the amount, of hidden delinquency generally indicates that 

CORA intervention has had litHe effect on its,clients. When CORA clients, ' 

both open and closed cases, were compared to subjects in a control group, no 

sJgnificant differences appeared. When pre- and post-I'est results were examined, 
;':7'" 

only one mean difference appeared significant. Among open 7ases, subjecl's com-

mined more difftl'ent offenses by the time of the post-test in comparison to the 

number of differEnf' offEnses committed at pre-test. 

17 



INTERVENING VARIABLES 

This seci'ion is concerned with an ana I ysis of various measures designed to 

assess changes in the beliefs, attitudes and self-image of juveniles being treal'ed by 

CORA. In presenting the results, we will focus first on comparisons between the 

post-test results for the experimental group and results obl'ained from control group II. 

Followin}:J this, the post-test experimental woup wi If be divided into open and closed. 

cases and comparisons made wil'h control group II. 

The results from a pre-I'est of the experimenl'al group will be compared to 

results obj'ained from a post-j'est of the same group. Comparisons will be made for 

f'he f'otal pre-I"<%t and post-:j'esl' group and for open and closed cases. 

Using the approach jusj' described, results from the Family Attif'ude scale will 

be'analyzed, followed by an analysis of attitudes j·oward educaf'ion and self image 

measures. 

I. Family Scale 

A. Total Posf'-Test and Control Group II Comparisons 

To obtain some indication of internal consistency, part-whole correlai"ions 

were'computed for each of Hle eleven Hems in the Family Af'titude scale for the pre-

test, post-tesl' and for conlrol group II. One Hem had a coefficient of less than 

.38 and was eliminated. One item had a coefficient of .39 and f'he remaining Hems 

had coefficients of .41 or gl'eater. Ten of the eleven items were retained; the 

18 
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eliminated item was the second one (see Appendix B). 

The results comparing the CORA group with conlTol group II are presented 

in Table 9. Since a high score indicates an unfavorable attitude towards the family, 

the CORA groups are doing be Her than j-he subiects in conlTol group II. However, 

the difference is not statistically significant where p 5. .05. 

Table 9 

Comparison of Means on Family Attitude Scale for Experimental 
and Control Group II 

SD 1"-1 

Experimenl-a I 26.2 7.4 21 

Control II 29.0 7.1 11 

t-: 1.02; p: .32 NS* 

*NS : Noi Significant 

19 
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1. Post-Test and Control Group II: O?en and Closed Cases 

The results for j'he open and closed cases of the experimental group are 

given in Table 10. 

Table 10 

Comparison of Means on Family Attitude Scale for Open and 
Closed Cases and Control Group II 

Open Cases 

Closed Cases 

-Conh'ol II 

'X SD N 

21.4 6.3 9 

29.7 6.2 12 

2?0 7.1 11 

Open vs. Control IIr f' == 2,47; p == .02 Sig. 
Closed vs, ConfTol IIr t == .26j P == .79 NS 

Table 10 indicates that the CORA open cases have significanl'ly better family 

adjust'menl"f'han control group II subjecf's. However r this is nol' Irue for the closed 

cases; there is very little difference between f'he mean of the closed cases and 

cont~ol group J I. 

B • Pre-Test and Post-Test Comparisons 

The results of l·he pre-test 'on I·he Family AHif'ude scale was compared with 

the results of the post-I'cst and are given in Table 11. The results of the statist'ical 
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analysis indicate no siqnificant difference between pre- and post-test measures on 

the Family Attitude scale. There is an indication that CORA clients are less well 

adiusted at the post-test stoge in comparisen to the pre-test stage, but the difference 

is not significant. 

Table 11 

Comparison of Means on Fami!y Attitude Scale for Pre-Test and 
Pest-Test CORA CI ients 

x SD N 

Pre-test 23.9 9.4 21 

Posi'-tesl' 26.2 '7.4 21 

t = 1 .72; P = . 10 NS 

1. Pre- and Pest-Tesi' Comparisens: Open and Clesed Cases 

To. explere the differEnces in means on the pre- and pest-I'est groups further, 

we divided each ef the two groups ini'o epen and closed cases (Table 12). 

The results in Table 12 indicate "hat both epen and clese'd cases show a 

slight tendency to. score werse en the Family Attitude Scale at i'he post-test stage in 

comparison to. the pre-I'est sta~Je, but the difference is not sl'atistica" y significant. 
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Table 12 

Comparison of M;:)ans on Fami I y Attitude ScaJe for Pre-Test and 
Posl--Test CORA CI ients: Open and Closed Cases 

Pre-Test: Open 

Post'··Test: Open 

Pre-Test: Closed 

Post-Test: Closed 

-x SD N 

20.3 6.2 9 

21.4 6.3 9 

26.5 10.7 12 

29.7 6.2 12 

Pre-Test vs . Post-Test: Closed, t = 1.43; P = .18 NS 
Pre-Test vs. Post-Test: Open, I- = 1.10, p = .30 NS 

Conclusions: Family AttHude Scale 

Results derived from an analysis of I-he Famil}, Atl'itude Scale show that CORA 

intervention has some effect, but, l·he results are not c.onclusive. Among I-he CORA 

clients, open cases do significallfl y better them t,he control group in rela1'ion to 

familyadlusfment. Closed cases have nearly identical scores when compared to t'he 

control group. 

. When comparisons are made over time (belween pre- and post-I'<~st) for open 

and closed cases I'here are no signific(mt diffet'em:es althou~lh closed cases have 

a tendency to do less well on family adjusl'menf' hl the posl--f-csf' as compared to 

the pt'c-t-esL 
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One possible explanaf'ion can be suggested by examining the pre-test scores of 

open and closed cases (Table 12). The mean of the pre-test open cases is'lower 

ex::: 20.3) in comparison to the mean of pre-test closed cases (x = 26.5). This may 

mean that open cases have less disturbed rami I y relations at 1'he outset of treatment 

and can, therefore, make greater progress in a short period of time when compared 

to the closed case group. However I this interpretation is not suppor1'ed by a si9-

nificant difference between the two means (t ::: 1.6, p:::: .10). 

II. Attil'ucles Toward Education 

A. Total Pos1'-Test and Control Group II Comparisons 

The rESults comparing f'he CORA clients to control gfOL!P II are given in Table 13. 

None of the results of the l' test indical'ed a probability of less than .05; there does 

'no1' appear to be any significant differences between the exp~l'imental and control 

group II on the various stimuli measuring attitud~s toward education. 
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Comparisons of Means of Education Stimuli for Experinienl'al 
(CORA) Group and Conl-rol Group II 

CORA GrouR* Control Group 11** 

Stimuli - SD - SD t-volue x x 

School 14.4 4.4 16.8 4.4 1.46 

Teachers 15.6 4.3 15.8 3.1 . 19 

Study 14.5 3.9 16.6 3.9 1.45 

Homework 12.8 6.2 13.9 4.2 .57 

Studen!'s 15.0 5.2 15.6 3.1 .43 

College 14.6 5.3 17.6 2.3 1.82 

').1'1=21 
**N -= 11 

1. Post-Tes!' and Control Group II: Open and Closed Cases 

p 

.16 NS 

.85 NS 

.16 NS 

.57 NS 

.66 NS 

.08 NS 

Table 14 gives l'he resu II,s of attitudes towa.rd education stimul i for l'he open 

cases. F~r I'he open cases, I'hrce of the stimuli; Sci-lOol, Students, and College 

were significan!' in comparisons with conl'rol group II. However, for these three 

sfimuli, subjects in the control group had a more positive response than CORA open 

case subj eel's • 
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Table 14 

Comparison of Means of Education Stimuli For Open Cases and 
Control Group II 

Open Cases* Control Group 11'.\"* 

Stimuli - SD - SD t-value x x p -
School 12.6 3.7 16.8 4.4 2.33 .03+ 

Teachers 14.6 3.7 15.8 3.1 .81 .42 NS 

Study 13.5 3.8 16.6 3.9 1.76 .10 NS 

Homework 12.2 6.6 13.9 4.2 .66 .52 NS 

Students 11.4 2.9 15.6 3.1 3.14 .006+ 

College 12.3 5.2 17.6 2.3 3.04 .02+ 

*N =9 
*'kN = 11 

+SigniFicanf' 

Table 15 gives the results of af'titudes f'oward educaf'ion stimuli for f'he 

closed cases. As Table 15. indicates, none of f'he education stimuli approached 

significance. The means atf'nude of CORA closed cases are about l'he same as the 

means for the members of the control group. 
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Table 15 

Comparison of Means of Education Stimuli for Closed Cases and 
Control Group II 

Closed Cases* Control Group 11** 

Stimuli - SD SD t-value x x p 

School 15.8 4.4 16.8 4.4 .53 .90 N$ 

Teachers 16.3 4.7 15.8 3. 1 .31 .79 NS 

Study 15.2 3.9 16.6 3.9 .84 .41 NS 

Homework 13.3 6.2 13.9 4.2 .26 .79 NS 

Students 17.7 5.0 1~.6 3. 1 1. 18 .. 25 NS 

~ollege 16.2 14.9 17.6 2.3 .88. .39 NS 

*N = 12 
**I~ = 11 

B. Pre- and Post-Test Comparisons 

Tahle i6 is the result of pre-and post-test comparisons for the 'CORA clients. 

Table 16 indical'es there are no significant differences among CORA clients in their 

aHitudes toward educaf"ion when pre- and post-test scores are considered. 
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Table 16 

Comparison of Means of Education Stimuli for Pre- and Post
Test CORA Clients';" 

Pre-Test post-Test 

Stimuli -x SD -x SD t-value P 

School 13. I 4.6 14.4 4.4 1.19 .25 NS 

Teachers 15. 1 4.3 15.6 4.3 .37 .71 NS 

Study 15.6 5.4 14.5 3.9 1.07 .30 NS 

Homework 12. 1 6.2 12.8 6.2 .62 .54 NS 

Students 14.9 3.9 15.0 5.2 .05 .96 NS 

*N = 21 

1. Pre- and post-Test Comparisons: Open and Closed Cases 

Table 17 ~ives the results of comparisons.between pre- and post-tests for 

open cases'. Table 17 indicai'es that a~on~ CO~A clients whose cases are open, 

there are no significant differences in attitudes toward education. 
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Table 17 

Comparisons of Means of Education Stimuli.for Pre- aild Post-Test 
CORA Clients: Open Cases* 

Pre-Test Post-Tes~ 

Stimuli - SD - SD t-value x x p 

School 13. 1 2.4 12.6 3 .. 7 .46 .66 NS 

Teachers 16.2 3.3 14.6 3.7 1.10 .30 NS 

Study 14.3 5.3 13.6 3.8 .69 .51 NS 

Homework 11. 1 6.2 12.2 6.6 .53 .61 NS 

Studenl"s 13.8 2.7 11.4 2.9 1.61 .14 NS 

College 15.2 4.8 12.3 5.2 1.44 .18 NS 

*N =9 

Table 18 ~ives the resu lI"s of comparisons behveen pre- and post-tests for 

closed cmos among CORA clients. Among closed cases of CORA clients, there is 

no significanl" difference in attitudes toward ~ducation between pre- and post-tes!". 
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Table 18 

Comparisons of M3ans of Educaf-ion Stimuli for Pre- and Post-Test 
CORA Clients: Closed Cases* 

Pre-Test Post-Test 

SHmuli - SD - SD f--va lue x x p 

School 13. 1 5.9 15.8 4.4 1.65 .12 NS 

Teachers 14.3 5.0 16.3 4..7 1.28 .23 NS 

Study 16.6 5.6 15.3 3.9 .82 .43 NS 

Homework 12.9 6.3 13.3 6.2 .31 .76 NS 

Studeni's 15.8 4.5 17.7 5.0 1.41 .18 NS 

rol r.-.~., 
\",.. I -~J"" 15.7 h ') 

-'.v 16.2 4.9 .43 .68 1'\/$ 

*N = 12 

Conclusions: Altitudes Toward Educal'ion -

There is no evidence to show that CORA clients have chanfled their attitudes 

- toward educal'ion as a result of CORA ini-ervenrion. CORA clients do not generally 

differ significantl y from members of the control group in their art-Hudes toward 

education. The performan~G of CORA clients on j-he post-test does not differ from 

their performance on the pre-test either when CORA clients are considered as a. 

total sample or vthen open and closed cases are examined. 
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III. Self-Image Measures 

A. Total Post-Test and Control Group" Comparisons 

For measuring self-image of rhe subjects, two dimensions of the Semantic 

Differential were used as noted earlier. The eva luation dimension indicates how 

good the boy thinks he is while the activity scale indic.ates how active or dynamic 

he is. 

Each subjed was asked to rate his self-image in seven areas: 

I'AM 

AS A STUDENT - MY TEACHERS THINK I AM 

AS A SON - MY MOTHER THINKS I AM 

GIRLS THINK I AM 

AS A FRIEND - MY BEST FRIEND THINf\S I AM 

BOYS THINK i AM 

AS A SON - MY FATHER THII'-lKS I AM 

Because !'he results were similar I'o the other areas rated, we will present 

results only for the concept, I AM. 

Table 19 reports the resulh of comparisons between the CORA group and 

control group II for I-he evaluation and activity dimension. 
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Table 19 

Comparison of Means of Experimental and Control Group II for 
Self-Image: lAM 

CORA Group Control Group II 

Dimension SD N - SD N t-value x x p 

Evaluation 13.3 4.9 21 14.3 2.1 11 .76 .45 NS 

Activity 11.8 4.9 21 13.0 4.2 11 .69 .49 NS 

As Table 19 indicat'es, CORA cl ients and members of I'he control group do not 

differ in their view of the component, I AMI of I·he self-image. Only one other 

comparison was significant,. For the component, GIRLS THINK I AM, the conlrol 

group subjects (x::: 14.3, SD == 2.8) scored higher than the CORA client's (X ,== 11'.7, 

'SD::: 4.4) and difference was stal'is!'ically significant (t == 2.08, p::: .05). 

1. Post-Tost and Control ~roup II: Open and Closed Cases 

Table 20 ~ives I'he resull's of comparisons for the post-test and control group 

11 for open and closed cases. None of the mean comparisons for I AM were sig-

nificant. For the component, GIRLS THINK I AM, the control group subjeds 

(14.3, SD == 2.8) scol'ed higher than I·he open cases (11.4, SD == 3.0) and the 

difference was significant (I'::: 2.13, p::: .05). This latter finding probably accounts 

for the significant mean difference found when the 1'01'01 experimental group was 

compared to control group II ~ 
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Table 20 

Comparison of M~ans of Post-Test and Control Group II for 
SelHmage I AM; Open and Closed Cases 

x SD 

Evaluation - Open Cases 14.2 3.8 

Activity - Open Cases 11.0 4.0 

Evaluation - Closed Cases 12.7 5.6 

Acf'ivily - Closed Cases 12.5 5.5 

Evaluation - ConlTol II 14.3 2. 1 

Activil'y - Control II 13.0 4.2 

B. Pre-Test and Posf-Test Comparisons 

N 

9 

9 

12 

12 

'" 
11 

11 

Table 21 gives the results of comparisons for pre- and post-test groups. 

Table 21 

Comparison of Means of Pre-Test and Posl'-Test Groups for Self
Image I AM-J.· 

Pre-Tes!' Post-Test 

Dimension x SD x SD t-value p 

EVCllual'ioll 12.9 3.0 13.3 4.9 .64 .53 NS 

Activify 11.9 3.8 11.8 4.9 .09 .92 NS 

*N ~ 21 
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As can be seen from Table 21, none of the differences were significant. 

None of the oj-her mean comparisons on the self-image components for the pre- and 

post-test woups were significant. 

1. Pre- and post-Test Comparisons: Open and Closed Cases 

Table 22 gives the results of pre- and post-test comparisons for open and 

closed cases. 

Table 22 

Comparison of M9ans of Pre-TESI- and Post-Test Groups for Self-

Dimension 

Evaluation -
Open 

ActivHy -
Open 

Evaluation -
Closed 

Activity -
Closed 

*N =9 
**N = 12 

Image I AM: 

Pie-Tcs1' 

..... 
x SD 

13.8 3.2 

12.2 4.7 

12.2 2.8 

11.7 3.2 

Open* and Closed~:~· Cases 

Post-Tp.c;t 

x SD t-value p 

14.2 3.8 .55 .59 NS 

11.0 4.0 1.37 .21 NS 

12.7 5.6 .40 .70 NS 

12.5 5.5 .46 .65 NS 
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As Table 22 indicates, none of the comparisons between pre' and post-tests 

were significant. For the other components of self.:.image only one other comparison 

was significant. The component, BOYS THI NK I AM, was rated significantly 

hi~her on the pre-test (x = 12.7, SD = 4.9) than on the post-test (x = 9.9, SD = 3.7) 

and I'he differ~nce was significanl' (t = 2.75, p. 025). 

Conclusions: Self-Image Measure; 

Like the attil'udes toward education, there were few changes in the measured 

self-imClge which could be attributed to CORA inl'crvention. Whi Ie "here were a 

few mean differences which were significant, they I'ended to favor the control 

group or the pre-test group rather than showing the effect of treal'ment. 

. l 
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PARENTS GROUPS 

As an additional asped of CORA services/the parents of CORA clients were 

invited to part'icipate in a six W,3ek program of counseling. The parents of CORA 

cl ients met in sessions one night per week for approxim:Jt'el y two and a half hours. 

The counseling consist'ed of discussing with I·he par~nts their feelings toward 

the child and how their response to the child could help or hinder the childls 

development. 

As part of the CORA evaluation, the CORA staff administered a questio.nnaire 

at the beginning of I·he sessions and once again at the close of t'he six week sessions. 

The questionnaire contained three different scales designed to measure intrafamil), 

atf'itucles. The first scale measures attitudes aboul' general and child rearing prac-

. tices. The second is concerned with parental expectal'ions aboul' children and the 

third measures parenl'al attHudes about a parri'cu lar chi Id~ in I'his case I·he child 

that is a CORA client. 

Again, part-vI/hole correlations were computed as a way of measuring inj'ernal 

consisj·ellcy. As a result, two Hems were eliminated from the first scale, the 

lowest remaining coefficient being .33. Five jj-ems were eliminated from I·he 

s'econd scale with the lowest remaining coefficienl' being .36. Finally, two jj-ems 

were eliminal'ed from the last scale and the lowest remaining coefficient was .35 

In Ihe first two scales a high score indicates a positive altitude j'oward child rearing 

and child expectations, but for the third scale, a low score indicates a positive 
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atl'itude toward ,-he particular chi Id. The results are presented in Table 23. 

Table 23 

Comparison of Pre-Test and Post-Tesl' Resu Its for Parents Groups* 

x 

Scale 1, Pre-test 17.5 

Sca Ie 1, Post-test 18. 1 

Scale 2, Pre-test 12.9 

Scale 2, Post'-test 13.0 

Scale 3, Pre-test 26.5 

Scoll;: 3, Ptl~ i -i t.!s I' 24.5 

*N = 22 

SD 

3.2 

2.0 

2.9 

4.5 

5.3 

5.6 

t-va lue 

A8 

• 15 

3.36 

P 

.63 

.88 

.003 

As can be seon, in all three cases, the r,esul1's are favorable to the CORA 

program. The means change in the predicted direcl'ion and I'he change is sig-

nificclI1l' for the third scale. Thus, the parents groups were successful in changing 

the attit'udes of the subjects, especicdly the aHit'udes of I'he parents I'oward the 

specific child I-hat was being treated by CORA. These rESults, especially the 

last one, are encouraging and indicate that CORA should continue its activities 

in the area of fami I y counseling. 
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GENERAL CONCLUSIONS 

The results of the evaluation suggest that the counseling efforts are having 

some effed on the juveniles treated. When the dal'a obtained from juvenile court 

is examined for the opEn and closed CORA cases, closed cases do somewhat better 

than the open cases. 

Neil'her open nor closed cases have lower mean amounts of recorded delinquency 

when compar1ed to a control group of subjects who have had onl y one contad 

with the CORA program. However, since we found that this control group is 

older than l'he treal'ment group, it does seem reasonable to infer that l·he experimenf'al 

group is composed of >,.oungsi·ers with more serious problems. This may, in turn, have 

an effed on the ease wil-h which treatmenl' effecf"s can be demonstrated. 

While I·here were generally no significant differences in mean amounts of 

hidden delinquency for the CORA group and a second control group, there was a 

persisf'ent tendency for the CORA group to have.Rreater amounts of hidden delinquency. 

This finding was true when pre-test resull's were compared f'o post-test results for 

open and closed cases and when the latter was compared to a confrol group. The 

tendency for the CORA group to have a larger post-test mean may be due to an 

increased wi II ingness of subj ects to be more open and honest on the post-test than 

on the pre-test. DESpite assurances of anonymity cmd safeguards to prof'ect the 

confidentiality of l·he clients' ,responses, clients may helve been more uneasy about. 

admitting to offenses at the f'ime of the pre-test ih comparison to when the post-test 
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was adll1inistered. 

Finally, there were few significanl' differences when the CORA clients 

were compared to a control group on the Fami Iy Attitude scale, attil'udes toward 

educcltion and the Self-lma!=Je scale. Because the pre-test was administered in 

November and December of 1973 and the post-test administered in February and Mmch 

of 1974, not enought time may have elapsed for attil'udes to change on these 

measures. Perhaps if a longer time period had elapsed between pre-j'est and posf'-

tesf' attHudinal changes mighl' have been indicaj·cd. 

Also, we can note thai' the ITea!'ment CORA provided to I·he parents of these 
\ 

chi Idl'cn had some success. There were sli~ht changes, in the predicted direct-ion, 

for general attituam, and a significant change in j'ne dri"ilucics rOv'lcrd the chiid 

I·hat is being treal'ed at CORA. This last finding is clearly supportive of the CO~A 

program. 

In geQeral, our evalual'ion indicates that where the results depended on I·he 

~- . 
judgen)/mt of the client, few positive changes were indical'ed, excepf' for I·he 

parents' group. However, use of objective data like fhe informal'ion from juvenile 

court does indicate that treal'ment received from COltA is having a posil"ive effed. 
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